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by Kathy Klimek and Bill Court, Intern Program, and Terry Tahara, 
East District Support Team.

 The South Bend Community School Corporation’s Office of 
Special Education Services was recently awarded a Spring 2013 
Special Education Improvement grant from the Indiana Department 
of Education.  This grant will be used to purchase computers, 
smart boards, software and professional development for teachers 
instructing students on a Certificate of Completion track at all four 
of our high schools.  
 As part of our Certificate of Completion curriculum, students 
are enrolled in Career Awareness/Job Shadowing classes and Career 
Preparation/ Job Training classes in their freshman and sophomore 
years.  These classes are designed to help students identify personal 
and societal values met through work, become familiar with career 
possibilities in the marketplace, explore individual job requirements 
and training needs for employment.  Students will investigate local 
occupational and training opportunities as well as determine their 
personal job skills. Students can focus on the skills needed to search, 
apply, and interview for a job.  These courses allow students the 
opportunity to visit various community job sites in order to ob-
serve different jobs and participate in short-term training.  These 
community-based activities are instrumental in assisting students 
in choosing a career pathway for their transition after high school.  
The job shadowing and job training experiences are a fundamental 
first step to participation in the community-based vocational training 
experiences, our INTERN program, as juniors and seniors.  
 Our grant will equip each high school with a smart board and 
four computers.   The students will conduct research, write resumes, 
complete online job applications and access online curriculum 
while utilizing the computers.  The smart boards will allow teachers 
the opportunity to instruct students through video modeling and 
interactive, motivating lessons.  These techniques and materials will 
present students with realistic experiences in career exploration.  
 Career class teachers will receive training in the use of the 
technology over 2 days this summer.  They will learn how to max-
imize the use of online curriculum, teach students how to research 
their chosen field and use the smart boards for interactive lessons.  
Our goals with this grant are to:
 • increase the number of students who complete a Careers 

class in their freshman and sophomore years
 • meet the corporation mandated attendance rate of 90% to 

graduate
 • increase community exposure of students to job opportuni-

ties

 • set attainable employment goals with students
 • increase participation in the INTERN program.  
 The second component to this grant will be used in the INTERN 
Program.  The program will purchase 6 iPod Touches (with pho-
tography & video capability), 5 iPad Minis, and 15 iPad2s as well 
as cases and security boxes to store them in.  We will also update 
the data keeping software that is used in the iPods on a daily basis.
 By purchasing the iPods the INTERN Employment Specialists 
will all be able to take photographs and videos of students at their 
job site.  They can then use those pictures for training purposes, 
modeling appropriate skill techniques, and student picture portfo-
lios.  The Employment Specialists will also be trained over a 2-day 
period in proper videotaping techniques for job sites.  These videos 
will be combined with other training videos into a full video cur-
riculum to be utilized at job sites, inservices, and within the High 
School Careers classes.  INTERN Instructors will be partnering 
with the Training & Development Specialist from the University 
of Notre Dame.  He will provide INTERN with additional videos 
from which we can develop a job training video library.
 The Careers teachers in each high school and the INTERN In-
structors will partner once a week to review job shadowing/training 
opportunities as well as share in the video training utilized on-site 
in the INTERN Program.  This partnership will create cohesion 
and fluidity as students move from Careers into INTERN.

Exciting Improvement to High School Career Classes

Smart boards and computers acquired via the Special Education 
Improvement grant will help students with interviews and other 
career skills.



By Tom Spencer, Editor

 During the recent legislative session, the Indiana 
State Legislature voted to put Indiana’s commitment 
to Common Core Standards on hold, stating that the 
issue needs further study and public hearings.  Prior to 
this action Indiana was one of 46 states that endorsed 
common core standards. Due to the wording of the re-
cent legislative bill, there is some confusion as to what 
it means for the future of Common Core in the state.
  Proponents of Common Core state there is nothing 
in the bill’s wording that prohibits the state from moving 
forward to meet the 2014 deadline for implementation. 
Opponents of adoption claim it is a victory for those 
who believe the Common core standards are not rigor-
ous enough and that the state should establish its own 
standards. Governor Pence issued a statement saying in 
part“I don’t come at it with any preconceived notion for 
or against it,” which failed to clarify the issue. 
 Further clarification may come this summer when 
the Governor will appoint ten new members to the State 
Board of Education to replace those members whose 

terms will expire.  Those appointments may determine 
the future of Common Core in Indiana. If adopted, 
Common Core standards will bring many changes for 
both regular and Special Education assessment and in-
struction.
 A new version of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) has recently 
been published and it has brought a significant change 
in the way autism is diagnosed. According to Disability 
Scoop, an online news site covering developmental 
disabilities, the American Psychiatric Association 
has eliminated the diagnosis of Asperger’s Syndrome 
and included it, along with childhood disintegrative 
disorder and pervasive developmental disorder, into 
the broader category of “autism spectrum disorder.” 
Changes were also made in the way autism will be di-
agnosed, which has led to concerns that some with the 
diagnosis could lose the designation along with needed 
services. The manual has also replaced the term mental 
retardation with the term “intellectual disability, ” and 
allows for more consideration of clinical assessment 
in making that diagnosis.

News Around the State and Nation

Summer Information and Opportunities

By Marilou Vandergriend and Tom Spencer, Editors

Camps: Parents looking for summer camping opportunities for their children might find the 
following links helpful. Friendship Circle provides camping opportunities for children with special needs. 
Information can be obtained at:
http://www.friendshipcircle.org/blog/2013/02/13/25-summer-camps-for-individuals-with-special 
needs/
The Indiana Institute on Disability and Community has information on camps designed specific for 
children with autism. Information can be accessed at: 
http://www.iidc.indiana.edu/?pageId=3423 
 News-2 -You. SBCSC Life Skills teachers interested in receiving “New-2-You” over the summer 
months should contact Marilyn Cahalan at: mcahalan@sbcsc.k12.in.us  
 Summer Bookshelf: Interested in some professional reading for the summer months? Author 
and advocate Temple Grandin has co-authored(with Richard Panek) another book on autism entitled 
The Autistic Brain: Thinking Across the Spectrum.  A lengthy and informative review of the book can 
be found in Jerome Groopman, “What is Autism?,” in The New York Review of Books (June 6, 2013). 
Readers may access the article online at www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2013/jun06/what-is-
autism/?pagination=false



by Denise Wimmer, McKinley Primary Center

 My Life Skills Kindergarten students participate in Mrs. 
Szakaly’s Kindergarten language arts centers for about 40 
minutes each day.  And my first/second grade students are 
engaged on a daily basis in Mrs. Washington’s second grade 
fluency and read aloud lesson for about 30 minutes. 
 Four years ago these two teachers and I planned a week 
long McKinley Camp-In culminating in a field trip to Potato 
Creek State Park.  After 2 years of other inclusionary activities, 
we decided to repeat this project. During the week of May 
6th the courtyard at McKinley was transformed into “Camp 
McKinley.” We set up three large tents, had a pretend lake 
with a dock, sandy beach and a real 17-foot Coleman canoe. 
A sand table was filled with a variety of rocks collected from 
southern Indiana and water. It became a creek.
 The students from the three classes were divid-
ed into four camping groups. Each day they wore 
tent nametags to remind them what group they 
were in and to assist teachers with names. Students 
were identified as “Camper Dominic,” “Camper 
Diamond,” etc.
 Each day from 9:30-10:30 half-hour outdoor 
activities occurred at “Camp McKinley” including:
 • 2 shared readings, read with a friend and 

insect drawings from a variety of camping 
books.

	 •	 Making	fishing	lines	with	real	fishing	bob-
bers,	string	and	weights.

	 •	 Pulling	a	rock	from	the	creek,	examining	it	
with	a	magnifying	glass	and	drawing	a	pic-
ture	of	it.

	 •	 Fishing	with	your	fishing	line	for	magnetic	
fish	in	the	sand	table	creek.

	 •	 Taking	your	shoes	and	socks	off,	going	to	the	
sandy	beach,	crossing	the	dock	and	sitting/

McKinley Camp-In Brings Inclusive Friends Together
riding	in	the	canoe	(and,	yes,	students	got	wet	when	the	
water	turned	rough.)

	 •	 Making	survival	kits	that	included	emergency	whistles,	
play	compasses,	a	water	bottle,	bandages,	wet	wipes	
and	student-made	trail	mix.

 Friday, May 10, field trip day brought rain and 60% chance 
of thunderstorms. Luckily the ‘rain day’ scheduled for the 
next Friday turned out bright and sunny.  All 3 classes and 
Mr. Spencer’s 3-4 Life Skills classes traveled together for a 
great day-camp that included breakfast cooked on the grill, a 
big hike in the wood (carrying the survival kits) and a picnic 
lunch.
 The McKinley Camp-in was a functional and inclusive activ-
ity that enabled me to teach a variety of skills in several domains. 
Most importantly the students and staff alike enjoyed it!!

By Tom Spencer, Editor

 Four special education teachers were recently hon-
ored as “Building Teachers of the Year” at the SBCSC 
Teacher Recognition ceremony in April. They are: John 
Casper, Clay Intermediate; Deb Mitchell, Greene; 
Tracy Hickey, Marquette; Pat Ashley, Warren.  Con-
gratulations!!
 Twelve Special Education staff members have of-
ficially announced their retirement at the end of this 
school year. They are: Jan Brown, Support Team Social 

Worker; Bill Court, Intern Program; Deborah Gibson, 
Young Adult Services; Barbara Kowalewski, Swanson; 
Carmela  Nowicki, Nuner; Veronica Ship, Tarkington; 
Cyndi Smith, Support Team/Autism Consultant; Sharon 
Stemmer, Nuner; Linda Toth, SNAP; Mike Tribbett, 
School Psychologist; Sandra Watt, Speech/Language 
Therapist; Mary Weber, School Psychologist.  The 
Special Edition joins the entire SBCSC community in 
thanking the retirees for their many years of service to 
the corporation and in wishing them a healthy and happy 
retirement.

News Around the Corporation

Students enjoy a camping lesson as part of the McKinley Camp-In 
activity.
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AUTISM CORNER
By Cyndi Smith, SBCSC Autism Consultant

Problem-Solving Strategy

The lack of problem-solving skills or having inefficient problem-solving skills can affect a person’s quality of life and can act as 
barriers to developing relationships, completing tasks, seeking help when needed, and getting and keeping a job.  Kerry Mataya and 
Penney Owens have developed a Basic Problem Solving Chart that can be helpful for individuals with ASD. 

 It is helpful to pre-teach each area of the Problem-Solving Chart in a low-stress situation. Describing the problem in writing 
is essential -- there must be a mutual understanding of the problem before considering possible solutions.  Remind the student that 
there are only 3 effective solutions to a problem, because continuing to “Let It Bother You” is not a solution, and only leads to in-
creased anxiety and unhappiness. Although there is no particular sequence to maneuvering around the Chart, the typical sequence 
is to begin with “Seek Help” and then rotate clockwise through the strategies clockwise.

In her book, Kerry Mataya explains the 3 most helpful rules for compromise:  
• Majority Vote – If more than 2 are involved, the conflict is settled by taking a vote, and the majority prevails.
• First ____ Then ____  -- The conflict is resolved by dividing the time and doing what each person wants for half of the time.  The 
focus is on putting the other person’s idea first.
• Brainstorming – The conflict is settled by putting 2 or more ideas together to form one solution.

 The strategy to “Let It Go and Move On” may be especially difficult for a student with ASD.  This strategy requires a mental 
shift in focus from the problem to something not related to the problem.  This means the student needs to think about and to do 
something else entirely different.  The following script may be helpful for this strategy, “It is okay to do ____ sometimes.   I will 
Let It Go and Move On.”

This visual strategy will help students focus on realistic options to their problems.

	  


